
B.A. 5th SEMESTER (HONOURS) EXAMINATION, 2021-22  

ENGLISH  

 Course ID: 50316                             Course Code: AH/ENG/503/DSE-1 

Course Title: Literature of the India Diaspora 

 Time: 2 Hours                Full Marks: 40  

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.  

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.   

Answer the following questions.   

1. Answer any one of the following questions:                     1x10= 10  

a) Discuss Meera Syal’s Anita and Me as a novel of the Indian diaspora.  

b) How does Meera Syal project the inevitable crisis of adolescent Asian women in Britain in 

her novel Anita and Me? 

2. Answer any one of the following questions:                    1x10= 10  

a) Consider Shauna Singh Baldwin’s ‘We are not in Pakistan’ as a short story. 

b) How does V. S. Naipaul explore the concept of freedom in ‘One out of Many’? 

3.    Answer any one of the following questions:                     1x10= 10  

a) Comment on the issues of racism as reflected in A.K. Ramanujan’s poem ‘Take Care’. 

b) How does Sujata Bhatt bring the “homing desire” in her poem ‘The One Who Goes Away’?       

4. Answer any five of the following questions:                       5x2 = 10  

a) Why does Meena’s father show his anger at the beginning of the novel? 

b) Why does Mr Pirzada give Lilia candy? 

c) How did Meena lose her mother’s diamond necklace? 

d) “I understood I was a prisoner. I accepted this and adjusted. . .” – In what sense is the 

speaker a prisoner in Naipaul’s story? 



e) “We were poor and clever, a bad combination in India.” Who makes this remark and in 

which context? 

f) What was Tracey's secret? 

g) What message did the short letter sent by Mr. Pirzada contain? 

h) How does Santosh describe the evenings in Bombay? 

i) What is the significance of Kathleen’s refrain “We are not in Pakistan”? 

j) How old is Megan? Whom does she hate? 
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